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  See what you’re missing.



























 





          

        

      

      

      

      

      

    

  

  
  
    

      

      

        
          
        

        
          
            


  TONIC Brand Ambassadors: Jase & Simon - All 4 Adventure  - Instagram - Facebook
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  More than just sunglasses, 
TONIC are a brand with the backing of years of research & development.
TONIC Eyewear are a company born from passion with dedication to producing the finest sunglass optics for Australian conditions, some of the harshest on the planet. TONIC’s unique VistaView™ lenses represent the culmination of a 27-year quest to constantly push the boundaries in optical technology.
Now it’s your turn to push your own boundaries, to raise the bar and to do and see things that you previously would have missed, all with the aid of TONIC Polarised Eyewear.
TONIC - See What You’re Missing..
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                  Live Life in Full Colour

                
                
                  
                    The World’s most technically advanced. lightest, thinnest glass Polarised Lens EVER produced, featuring the latest Japanese glass lens technology. This is SliceLens.
See the Range
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                  Seeing is Believing

                
                
                  
                    Looking through TONIC Photochromic lenses you will see that the colour saturation for reds, blues and greens is more vibrant than ever before.
See the Range
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                  Clarity in any conditions

                
                
                  
                    TONIC optically ground decentered glass lenses, Vistaview, are a lightweight 1.7mm thin glass, designed for wearing all day long and extremely lightweight that you wouldn’t know they are actually glass.
See the Range

                  

                
              

              
            

            
          

          
        

      

    

  


  
  
  
  

  

    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    

  






        

      

      

      

      

    

  

  
  
    

      

      

        
          
        

        
          
            


  TONIC Brand Ambassador: Justin - Trip in a Van - Instagram - Facebook
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  Photochromic lenses adjust to conditions.



























 





  TONIC Glass Photochromic Lenses, Copper or Grey, darken and lighten depending on ambient light conditions. These lenses have been designed and developed to give the highest quality optics in all conditions.

Team this with TONIC’s ARC (Anti Reflective Coating) to absorb dangerous reflective glare from entering your eyes plus the decentered properties of our lenses for accuracy and depth, gives you, the wearer, a view that is truly overwhelming in the optics field.






























  
    Read More
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  There's a pair of TONIC’s for everyone.
The choice is yours when deciding what style frame to team up with the SliceLens colour that matches the lifestyle you lead. All our frame styles are compatible with the unique SliceLens optional colours.






























  
    See the Range
  








          

        

      

      

      

      

      

    

  

  
  
    

      

      

        
          
        

        
          
            


  TONIC Brand Ambassador: Mona Mai - Kite Surfer - Instagram



























 




   Lens colours made with varying 
light conditions in mind.
All TONIC style lenses feature - Polarisation - with our custom filtration system, Crystalite Glass - the clearest glass lens available, SliceLens - at only 1.7mm thin, lighter than any other lens on the market, VistaView - decentered lens, important for true depth and distance, ARC - anti reflective coating to reduce “bounce back” on the inside of the lens.
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   Need Prescription Sunglasses?
Never lose sight when in the great outdoors. TONIC Eyewear have developed an exclusive prescription service that allows you the choice of frame style teamed up with choice of lens colour to give you the clarity in outdoor conditions without the compromise of optical vision.

All of our frames are suitable for Prescription lenses.































  
    Enquire here
  








          

        

      

      

      

      

      

    

  

  
  
    

      

      

        
          
        

        
          
             




  AVAILABLE AT SELECTED BOATING, CAMPING & FISHING STORES
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   TONIC Preferred Stockists - Worldwide.
Search for a local TONIC Preferred Stockist thats close to you.
Enter your address, suburb or postcode and click search to find nearby stockists.
























  
  









          

        

      

      

      

      

      

    

  

  
  
    

      

      

        
          
        

        
          
            Store Locator is loading from Storemapper plugin...
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            PO Box 547, Croydon Victoria 3136, Australia+61 3 9761 7002
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